Ensemble and Orchestra Acronyms:

BEGINNERS
ECE = Early Childhood (baby class, ages zero to 3 yrs)
SS = Stepping Stones (transition class, ages 3-4)
Jr. Cadets = 1st year (ages 4-5 yrs) violin, viola or cello
Sr. Cadets = 2nd year (ages 5-6 yrs) violin, viola or cello
POD = Jr. Cadets taught in private lesson groups of 3

PRE-ENSEMBLES:
PEA = Pre-Ensemble Level A, 1st year, (ages 6-10)
PEB = Pre-Ensemble Level B, 2nd year, (ages 6-10)

BEGINNING ENSEMBLES:
BVEA = Beginning Violin Ensemble A
BVEB = Beginning Violin Ensemble B
BVlaEA = Beginning Viola Ensemble A
BVlaEB = Beginning Viola Ensemble B
BCEA = Beginning Cello Ensemble A
BCEB = Beginning Cello Ensemble B
BBE = Beginning Bass Ensemble
BGEA = Beginning Guitar Ensemble A
BGEB = Beginning Guitar Ensemble B
BGEC = Beginning Guitar Ensemble C

ORCHESTRAS:
EO = Elementary Orchestra
IO = Intermediate Orchestra
AO = Advanced Orchestra
CO = Chamber Orchestra